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P R E S S  R E L E A S E   

Thomas Eichmann 
boosts infoteam 
Software Group in 
Switzerland 
 

 

Contact person for Swiss customers directly on site 

Bubenreuth/Buchs SG, 12th of April 2022 

▪ Thomas Eichmann is Business Development Manager 

▪ Focus on life science and mechanical engineering 

▪ Branch office location in Buchs SG 

 

Already since the beginning of March 2022, Swiss citizen Thomas 
Eichmann (47) is the new Business Development Manager at infoteam 
Software AG in Switzerland. With this appointment the infoteam 
Software Group, headquartered near Erlangen in Germany, is 
responding to the increased demand for customer-specific software 
development. Thomas Eichmann will now act as a direct local contact 
for customers, thus intensifying existing, long-standing customer 
relationships and making infoteam even better known in Switzerland. 
"Swiss companies demand the highest quality and are therefore 
looking for development partners who think outside the box, 
contribute to projects with enormous expertise on an equal footing 
and with self-confidence, and identify with the success of the project. 
This is exactly what infoteam has been delivering for almost 40 years 
and I am therefore pleased to be able to use and further develop this 
expertise for the Swiss market," says Thomas Eichmann. His focus is 
on software development for the life science industry (both in the 
normative regulated environment and in the R&D sector) and 
mechanical engineering. 

As part of the continuous expansion of its activities in Switzerland, 
infoteam already relocated its branch office to Buchs in the canton of 
St. Gallen last year. "Buchs offers us close proximity to many highly 
interesting companies in the Rhine Valley, has short distances to other 
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important industrial areas in Switzerland and opens up versatile 
interfaces to universities and research," says Joachim Strobel, CEO of 
infoteam Software AG in Germany and President of the Board of 
Directors in Switzerland. 

 

About infoteam Software Group 

infoteam Software Group has been implementing unique software 
solutions for their customers in the industry, infrastructure, life science 
and public service markets for almost 40 years. Its core business 
comprises the partial and total development of control and embedded 
software, middleware and application software – agile, modern and in 
line with the latest security requirements. Special areas of expertise 
include normatively regulated software for use in medical and 
laboratory equipment (IVDR, MDR, FDA, ISO 13485, IEC 62304, etc.) 
as well as functionally safe software at the highest safety level (IEC 
61508, EN 50128, etc.). The service portfolio is well rounded as a 
result of many years of experience in data analysis, AI and machine 
learning. 

infoteam Software Group employs more than 300 people and has 
offices and subsidiaries in Germany, the Czech Republic, Switzerland 
and China. The parent company, infoteam Software AG, is 
headquartered in Bubenreuth near Erlangen, Germany. 
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Software Group in Switzerland as a direct contact person for 
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